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Why might hydro-citizenship matter here?
• Top-down technocratic determination of coastal-marine 

policy outcomes with local knowledge and democratic 
deficit – chronic sustainability outcomes 

• Pressing policy-practice disconnect in context of spatial 
planning turn demanding greater integration of divergent 
marine-coastal interests & need for mechanisms for 
diverse stakeholder integration & deliberation - crisis of 
democratic legitimacy in policy-making

• Failure to meaningfully include local ‘communities’ and 
their knowledge and values in IWRM despite its UN 
endorsement - leads to calls for adoption of principles of 
water citizenship (Dargantes et al., 2012)



Hydro-social politics & activism
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What was the purpose?
1. To develop practical methods to assess the shared 

values of marine environments with an emphasis on 
cultural identity, heritage and sense of place

2. Working with the local community to engender learning 
about the value of inshore fisheries and the marine 
environment in relation to other social issues and 
concerns.

3. Better understanding of group deliberation processes in 
relation to valuing marine environments 

4. [reflection: acknowledges the essentially political nature 
of environmental valuation by creating a mechanism for 
open deliberation by citizens.]



How did we do it?
• Project scoping & sampling done in collaboration with the 

Fisheries Local Action Group 
• The case study included 10 exercises over three 

workshops most of which were deliberative & group 
based

• Exercises included:

ürepeated in-depth discussions 
üshared story-telling and reflection
ügroup systems mapping/ participatory modelling
üinformal deliberation during group beach walks 
üDeliberative Monetary Valuation (DMV) through participatory 

budgeting and policy package development



Environmental justice potential of 
democratic deliberative monetary 
valuation methods
• Recognition – inclusion of range of hydro-citizen voices & valuing LEK 
• Participation – influence in process to affect environmental policy

• Co-design – equity of process & mechanisms
• Range of methods for sharing meanings - experiential beach walk, story-

telling, informal deliberation, structured deliberation and visual mapping 
• Stresses consideration of power - who is/not involved, conditions for 

deliberation (e.g. the beach location, community classroom, early 
community inclusion, careful facilitation)

• Emergence of shared civic values – open group discussion around moral 
& political issues of social justice, fairness of distribution of 
environmental benefits and responsibilities 

• Shared learning - inter-dependency of hydro-social rights claims in 
environmental planning & reprioritizes the more-than-human



Agency of hydro or water-citizenship?
1. Absence of focus on social, cultural & political 

processes that shape hydro-social relations can in part 
be addressed though a citizenship lens (participation/ 
recognition in resource management as a citizenry 
practice; inter-dependency of human-environment rights 
claims & global membership)

2. BUT to address EJ challenges that interpretation of 
citizenship needs a closer critical integration of rights 
and responsibilities & deliberative democratic political 
content not just a focus on the politics of obligation and 
instrumental agenda that underpins ecological 
citizenship thinking 



Going forward
Innovation of participatory environmental valuation methods 
requires attention to citizenship theory given its connection to ...

• citizen involvement in policy making
• recognition of citizen stake & voice in that process
• expressions of identity through that process
• emergence of civic virtues of fairness, justice & responsibility
• socio-environmental rights & responsibilities the process of 

deliberation and evaluation contends with
• critical reflection on democratic vulnerabilities around geometries of 

power embedded in design, process, participation, facilitation, different 
systems of meaning

• legitimizing and moralising agency of DDMV (risk of alternative 
exclusionary hegemonic knowledge production process)
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